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The Victorian Government 

is improving access to public 

transport for thousands of 

people by upgrading and 

increasing commuter car  

parking at stations to make it 

easier for people to get a car 

park and catch the train.

At Belgrave Station, up to 470 new commuter car  
parking spaces are being delivered to boost total  
parking capacity to more than 600 spaces. 

Along with the increase in parking, other planned 
improvements include:

• pedestrian access for people of all abilities

• CCTV, lighting and PA system

• better integration between the station and the   
 Belgrave township.

In May and June 2019, we asked the Belgrave community 
for their views on the new car park to inform its design.  
An online survey was available through the Department  
of Transport’s Get Involved website from 3 May to  
23 June 2019, and promoted via signage at the station. 
VicTrack also held two face-to-face community 
engagement sessions on 13 and 20 June 2019.

This report includes both survey and community  
workshop findings.

Who we heard from

355 people responded to the online survey. Of these, 
249 (70 per cent) were local residents, including 78 who 
identified themselves as living within one kilometre of 
Belgrave Station. 20 respondents were local traders 
or owners/employees of local businesses, and 107 
respondents were commuters from outside of Belgrave.

19 people attended the two information sessions. The 
majority of attendees were local residents. A number of 
community groups were also represented, including the 
Belgrave Traders Association, Tacoma 8, Upwey Township 
Group, Belgrave Region Action Group, Upwey Project, and 
Save the Dandenongs League.

Of the 348 people that responded to the question about 
travelling to the station, 210 currently drive and park 
at the station, while 119 drive and park in neighbouring 
streets. 97 survey respondents currently walk to the 
station, 68 take the bus, and 16 use bicycles and e-bikes.

What we heard 

Overall, local residents and commuters welcome the 
proposed station car park upgrade. There is concern 
about traffic management and safety in and around the 
current car park and bus interchange. People want to see 
more parking spaces, as well as better access into and 
out of Belgrave Station, and they want it done in a way 
that adds to, rather than detracts from, their suburb’s 
unique character – particularly noting environmental 
considerations.  They would also like to be sure there will 
be enough parking to see them well into the future.

“Potential lack of parking and 

security at night is a major issue 

that impacts on my decision 

to use Belgrave Station as a 

departure point.”

Community survey comment

Overview



In particular, people said: 

•  “Maximum number of parking spaces and a design sensitive to the local environment.”

•  “There are no long-term parking spaces available after 7.30am.”

•  “Car parking spaces for Puffing Billy passengers.”

•  “Safety and security will be critical to the success of this project.

•  “Parking spaces that can’t be occupied before 8am to accommodate those needing to do childcare/school drop off. 
Not fair that those who live locally and need to do drop off miss out on convenient all-day parking for commute  
into city for work as all the parking spaces filled by 7.30am.”

•   “Wider corners and places for larger cars instead of just small hatchback type of cars.”

•  “More direct access to the station and township. Better signage for folks heading to Puffing Billy. Better entry and 
exit from the car park section into the bus exchange section. Signage indicating availability of spaces.”

•  “Sufficient disabled parking spaces to cater for ageing population.”

In particular, people said: 

•  “Improved safety as a pedestrian accessing the station from Hayes Place. Currently motorists do not indicate  
when turning into the carpark crossing this foot path.”

•  “Potential lack of parking and security at night is a major issue that impacts on my decision to use Belgrave Station  
as a departure point.”

•  “The drop-off areas are in the wet - to stay dry requires stopping in the bus area.”

•  “Make sure it is brightly lit.”

•  “Needs 24-hour security.”

•  “Some form of monitoring/security for female and elderly patrons is a must.”

•  “Consider perceptions of safety ... think like a woman who feels vulnerable to sexual violence or a parent whose 
daughter is on the train that arrives at Belgrave after dark.”

•  “Not negatively impacting the surrounding houses with light pollution & reduced privacy.”

1. What is most important to the community about the upgrade?

Increasing the number of car parking spaces is the top priority for survey respondents, with almost 60 per cent 
identifying this as the most important benefit of the upgrade.

There’s also a desire for access to those spaces to cater for: 

• large cars

• people of all abilities

• aged drivers 

• Puffing Billy passengers

• commuters who travel after school drop off times.

Better integration between the station and township featured as the second most important benefit, with  
17.6 per cent of respondents identifying this as an important benefit.

2. What is the most important design aspect of the new multi-deck?

When it comes to the design of the multi-level car park, traffic management in and around the car park was considered 
the top priority (35.7 per cent), followed closely by security and lighting (33.7 per cent).

Traffic management comments included concerns around getting in and out of the existing car park (also addressed 
specifically in question 4), especially during peak hour, and school drop-off and pick-up times. Survey respondents 
also highlighted insufficient and/or unsafe drop-off/pick-up spaces, bus traffic issues, and people blocking the bus 
interchange while they wait to collect train passengers as being particular problems.

Responses also expressed concerns about the existing lighting, and security at night.
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In particular, people said: 

•  “Integrate with the local landscape and environment and have a good aesthetic design in harmony  
with the natural, leafy surrounds.”

•  “Minimal impact on trees and the natural environment.”

•  “Sensitive urban design with integration with the built form of the town.”

•  “A sympathetic aesthetic for the car park, bus station and pedestrian interchange. I want Belgrave to 
look nice and feel nice.”

•  “With smart urban design and forward thinking, this new car park could be an amazing opportunity to 
enhance the ‘brand’ of Belgrave and the Dandenong Ranges.”

•  “Blend in with the environment with consideration to its historic links to the original Belgrave station. 
The current car park is located on the former station yard site.”

•  “Bushfire safety should be the most important consideration when selecting materials.”

•  “Less concrete and steel – more natural features.”

•  “Rooftop garden with trees/shrubs to break up hard horizontal silhouette. Murals & / or quality organic 
flow to vertical surfaces.”

In particular, people said: 

•  “Bottle necked at entrance. Mix of people getting dropped off and driving out of the car park”.

•  “Entry/exit point is currently very narrow, particularly when the buses are waiting in the bus stop area.  
Pedestrian access at the entry/exit point is dangerous, particularly trying to cross the road near the roundabout.”

•  “The entrance is only wide enough for one car and as the car park loops around, when the car park is full,  
people come in and drive around and then get stuck because more people are coming in and getting stuck.”

•  “Traffic congestion along the Belgrave Hallam Rd at peak times makes exiting difficult. Also lack of short term 
parking makes dropping off difficult”.

•  “During school pick up and drop off it’s almost impossible to get out of the station via the roundabout.”

•  “The 5-way roundabout at the entry to the station is very dangerous as it is. Increased traffic and pedestrians will 
require a significant redesign of this intersection”.
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3. What material would you like to see on the facade?

230 respondents (65 per cent) wanted timber cladding on the façade of the new car park. In order of preference, metal 
cladding is the next most popular choice (25 per cent), followed by perforated metal, metal mesh and then concrete. 

The comments from survey respondents demonstrate a strong desire for a design that will blend in with the character  
of Belgrave – its leafy green environment, village feel, and status as home to Puffing Billy. The impact of the car park  
on the environment and matters of sustainability were expressed as concerns and opportunities.

4. Do you currently have issues entering or exiting the car park?

40 per cent of survey respondents indicated that they experience issues with entering / exiting the car park. 

Overall, the concerns stated were around the flow and layout in the limited space. Comments referred to the  
impact of issues on specific groups of station/ bus interchange users, including pre-school and school aged children, 
tourists, cyclists, and people with disabilities.
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In particular, people said: 

•  “A count-down sign indicating if and where spaces are available”.

•  “Lots of car parks please. Fit as many stories as possible. We need HEAPS of extra parking. If you are going to  
build a multi-storey car park, please make it as large as possible to cater for current and future needs.”

•  “Parking spaces close to exit for handicapped and for elderly. Elderly drivers never seem to get marked priority  
parking spots.”

•  “To blend (as much as it can!) into the environment and minimise any trees lost.”

•  “Design considerations that minimise noise and light interference to residents in neighbouring streets that will be 
overlooked by the car park such as Station Street.”

•  “A lot of large 4WDs park at Belgrave so the parking spaces need to accommodate these larger and longer  
vehicles – also consider height of car park entry point to ensure these vehicles can fit.”

•  “Dedicated undercover motorcycle parking - currently motorcycles are forced to park in either uncovered parking 
spots where they take a full car park, or in unsafe spots under the bus interchange where they interfere with 
pedestrians and are at greater theft risk.”

•  “I want a design that doesn’t detract from Belgrave’s historical hill town look, and that doesn’t block the vista  
across the valley below. It mustn’t loom over the area. We are essentially an open air town with a quiet charm.”

•  “All materials must be sustainable and timber FSC certified, not the lower certification of AFS or PEFC. Green 
building materials must be incorporated into the construction.” 

•  “My concern with multi-storey is visibility. Youth will definitely hang out here and do what they currently do under  
the back of the shops.”

•  “This is a lovely local and tourist village with unique character. The car park whilst needing to be safe, secure and  
well lit (this is the end of the line - we’re getting in late and with few people around) needs to be beautiful – and  
not in an industrial way”.

5. What would you like to see in the multi-deck car park design?

Other design aspects survey respondents noted as desirable include: 

• access for people of all abilities

• minimising impacts on neighbouring residents 

• sufficient parking spaces appropriate to the types of cars used in the area

• dedicated motorbike spaces

• environmental sustainability.

6. Do you own an electric car or plan to own one in the future?
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in 5-10 years
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7. How do you currently travel to the station?

The topic of cycling attracted diverse responses in the survey. 16 (4.5 per cent) of the 348 respondents identified 
themselves as either e-bike or regular cyclists. 11 per cent selected cycling / bike parking facilities at the station 
as their preferred option for travel while construction is underway. Two comments were made specifically around 
e-bikes, both requesting that charging points be made available.

One respondent commented “The bike lockers are rarely used - have you seen our hills!!” 

In contrast, another requested “more secure bicycle parking for HUNDREDS of bicycles” and another respondent 
wrote “make a WHOLE LEVEL dedicated to secure bicycle parking. Those tiny blue Parkiteer cages are 
embarrassingly small. You should be building secure parking for hundreds if not thousands of bikes, not 20.” 

Feedback

“As a resident of Station Street 

for many years I am excited to 

finally see some progress on a 

very pressing local issue.”

Community survey comment
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In particular, people said: 

•  “The roundabout is always congested during school times and peak hours.”

•  “The bus interchange area is often congested. This is in part caused by people stopping in a bus-only zone and  
blocking the buses, which then causes buses to block traffic.”

•  “There are never enough spots in the short-term parking area.”

•   “The roundabout at the car park exit is almost always congested. Clearer signage for Puffing Billy would help  
tourists and help prevent them from just stopping in the middle of the roundabout when they get confused.”

•  “Street parking around the station is congested and you will need to consider a traffic management plan for vehicles 
exiting the station - perhaps traffic lights as currently the roundabout is like a game of dodgems at peak times.”

Some survey respondents considered buses to be part of the traffic management problem in and around the station 
precinct, suggesting that improvements to the bus interchange would not only improve bus services, but also ease 
congestion and safety. 

There were also suggestions regarding improving bus services. However, this is outside of the scope of the car park 
project. 

People also said: 

•  “More buses to more areas so people can leave cars at home.”

•  “Increased number of short time pick-up spots.”

•  “Frequent buses later at night.”

•  “When the Pakenham line is down, everyone drives to Belgrave and parks in the back streets ’cos there’s no 
connecting buses between the Belgrave and Pakenham lines.”

•  “Entrance road too narrow when buses parked.”

•  “Single narrow entry with buses parked on one side is difficult for two-way access especially in peak periods.”

•  “Accessing path to preschool from station with 3-year-olds can be a bit hairy with buses flying around doing their  
turn to the left, and cars leaving/entering park to the right, at the point where you cross the road.”

•  “The entry to the car park is quite narrow so if there is a bus at one of the end bays then a car can’t exit or enter  
at the same time.”

•  “Bus routes need to match better with train timetable.”

Access for all abilities

Ensuring the station car park is accessible to people of all abilities featured in the comments across answers to  
different survey questions. Lighting, signage and wayfinding were also noted considerations.

In particular, people said: 

•  “Additional disability parking spaces required with enforcement from local council.”

•  “Good access for disabled people and disability car parks near lift. Disabled car parks for drop-off, pick-up and  
long stay for trips to the city.”

•  “All-inclusive design; meet disability needs.”

•  “Would need to consider those with additional accessibility needs – disabilities, children etc.”

Positive community support

On the whole, the community welcomes the project and is keen to be engaged as plans evolve.

In particular, people said: 

•  “This is a one-off chance to future-proof the traffic through the town. Thank you.”

•  “Thank you for undertaking this project. It is sorely needed.”

•  “Looking forward to the multi-storey car park, to remove ongoing congestion and easier for tourists to visit.  
Thank you for listening!”

•  “Thank you for the opportunity to comment. We look forward to seeing preliminary designs.”

•  “As a resident of Station Street for many years I am excited to finally see some progress on a very pressing local 
issue.”

8. Do you experience congestion around the station?

When asked if they experience congestion in or around the station precinct, almost 77 per cent of respondents said yes. 
This question elicited one of the highest number of qualitative responses to the survey, with almost 240 respondents 
providing feedback. It was also raised at the information sessions.

Many comments related to getting in and out of the existing car park, especially during peak hour and school drop-off 
and pick-up times. Several survey respondents highlighted insufficient drop-off/pick-up spaces, bus traffic, and people 
blocking the bus interchange while they wait to collect train passengers as being particular problems.
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In particular, people said: 

•  “Get Puffing Billy to contribute to the cause / solution- make them shuttle the tourists in or have them 
temporarily make trains go from Gembrook or Emerald.”

•  “Temporary car park with bus / or improved motorcycle parking - please note that the Belgrave area is too 
spread out and ‘hilly’ for cycling to the station to be an adequate method for commuters.”

•  “Ensure pedestrian link to Hayes Place is retained throughout construction.”

•  “Extended parking times in other local car parks.”

•  “A temporary car park with bus shuttle service in Belgrave South.”

•  “Shuttles going along local streets with several pickup locations.”

•  “As a local resident (Station Street) I’m very concerned about the increased parking which will occur in our street.  
As there are no pavements, walking along the road, especially with a pram as many people including myself do, 
will be very dangerous.”

•  “In surrounding streets remove all parking restrictions signs.”

In particular, people said: 

•  “This is a one time chance to make a major impact on a major traffic route in a fire prone area where traffic flow  
could be very important in an emergency.”

•  “Better integration to Puffing Billy.”

•   “Minimize disruption to the local area”.

•  “There is a very well used short cut that connects Station Street with the path to the station car park. This short 
cut is not lit or monitored apart from regular grass cutting in summer. It is full of litter and is well used for drug 
taking etc. As this is adjacent to the proposed car park, will the council include this in the upgrade to the area? It 
desperately needs it!”

An alternative car park proposal was suggested in the survey, and discussed at an information session. This included 
constructing a new five storey car park in the location of the existing station, and building a new station to the south. 

This proposal included elements that are outside of the scope provided to VicTrack by the Department of Transport.
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9. During construction the current car park will be closed.  

How can we help you travel to the station?

A temporary car park with a bus shuttle service was the most popular travel option during construction  
(75 per cent of responses).

10. How would you like to be kept informed about the new  

Belgrave Station car park? 

The overall feedback was in support of the car park and recognised the need for the car park upgrade. Among the 
feedback was a lengthy response from a Yarra Ranges councillor, who requested the project be accelerated and noted 
current parking concerns and their effect on the traders and people who provide local services, as well as commuters.
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